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Top Stories of
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America
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Today’s Weather
Mayor’s
Announcements
And Much More!

Web News

Are you a news
enthusiast?

304 Greenway Ave.

Subscribe today to the most
read on-line news in the city.

Enterprise America, NY
13220

Headlines
Will Cowden,
Scott Scherrer, and
Sophia Aureden are
making stress balls,
massage chairs, and
worry beads to
relieve stress at the
Wellness Center!
-Wellness Center,
Enterprise, America

Molly Nicholson, Sophia
Capozza, Baryl Malcolm, Bella
Karpinski, Allie Brassfield, and
Max Karpinski are making pet
rocks, clips, shells, and sand bottles
at the Nature shop! Come down to
the Nature shop where they sell
these amazing products!

Maddie Thompson, Kelly Goldberger,
Caleb Burlingame, Nate Dinello, Matt Snyder,
and Lillian Coleman are making pens, signs,
pencils, and games at the manufacturing
company!
-Manufacturing Company, Enterprise, America
Henry Thompson, Teagan Van Holtz, Julia
O’Connor, Ford Cramer, Ben Poole, and Jared
Simmons are working on signs for buildings at
the Sign Shop!

WEATHER
Wind Speed: 14 mph
High 87*F Low 66*F
0% chance of rain
SR 5:32 SS 8:34
Moon= Waning
gibbous
Moon Rises = 9:34

Come on down to Camryn’s Café where you will get the best snacks in the whole town!

Stories
Emma Whipple, Dan Lesch, Sammy
Mathews, Ben Poole, JT Woodroof, and Bella
Schoenborn collect donations for cancer
research at the non- profit organization.

Evan Wingfield, Chris
Page, Aiden Ward, and
Alexis Glover restock
supplies for businesses at
the delivery center!

At the Technology
Shop, Ella
Buchholtz, Ali
Whipple, Maddy
Ramsguard, Paige
Whipple, and Jace
Frisicano create
webpages for
online shopping.

John Coyne, Tyson
Dirrubo, Lily Marquart,
Erik Bean, Jackson
Kennedy, and Charlotte
Millman make laws to
get fines so that citizens
of EA will obey the law
at City Hall!

Advertisements
City Hall

Broadcast Center

Good citizens follow the laws! Don’t wait to be last
and step on the grass, come to City Hall for a grass
pass.

Hey welcome back to the Broadcast Center! Good
morning! Today’s beats will be hosted by Nate and
they will be sweet! Today we will have a dance
competition so wing on down to BBC or just sit down
and relax and watch it live on TV! Today we are
having a throwback music day! Request your old
songs!

Pathfinder Bank

Delivery Center

Welcome to Pathfinder Bank! Here, we provide startup, produce paychecks, give loans, and cash checks.
Another thing we do is provide checking accounts.
You can start all of that today! Pathfinder Bank, we
will help you find your path!

Here at the delivery center we help you get things
place to place at lightning speed. Our fee is just 10.00
dollars for any delivery. Here at the delivery center
we think outside the delivery box. Just come to the
delivery center for anything! Thank you!

Café
Do you ever need a place to stop and relax, sit down, and have a refreshing drink and
a delicious snack. If so, come to the café! We have yummy foods that include
popcorn, granola bars, and trail mix. We also have thirst-quenching drinks like koolaid, lemonade, and water. Our employees will make sure your time at the café is
pleasant, and they will serve your food with a positive attitude because in the café
there is no reason to be negative! Remember, café and friends make the perfect
blend!

Advertisements 2
Wellness Center

Nature Shop

Have you been feeling down lately? “Don’t dwell,
come get well!” Here at the wellness center located in
Enterprise America you can purchase health
insurance, massage chairs, and much, much more! We
are the only store with the low prices ranging from
$3-$7 each item. We hope to see you there!

Come visit us at The Nature Shop for a great
deal on sand, pet rocks, bracelets, and hair clips.
These make a perfect gift for any occasion. They’re
selling like crazy, come get them before their gone.
Come on down to the Nature Shop, prices at the
bottom, quality at the top.

Web News

National Grid Utility Company

Need an ad or picture posted? Come on over to the
Web News and we can help you. Included in our
paper is also the daily weather report. So come on
over and post something in the news paper.

Are you tired of paying too much for your basic
utilities? Well come to Utility shop and get the
lowest prices around. We have the best lights and
electricity items. We hope to see you at the Utility
shop.

Sign Shop
The sign shop is a great place to be. We have lots of signs to advertise for your business. The signs have top
notch quality to support all you need. You will never want to leave our shop. “If you don’t buy a sign, your
business will decline.” Come stop by the sign shop today!

Editorials
The controversial law of walking on the grass
has been reopened again and Enterprise America is
unsure of what to do. Many people are seen to believe
that maybe this law should be changed or added
onto. The law is that you will be fined if you are
caught stepping on the grass without a “grass pass”.
This rule may end up being worse than the pass cost
itself. The actually pass cost 4$ and the fine for being
caught without one on the grass is community service
so, is the pass and all the trouble worth the fine?
When asking the police about this they simply replied
with “I have no comment on this situation”. A citizen
here who ended up being fined said “I think this rule
should be followed but, the community service was
timely. Be sure to read in on this situation next week
for more on where the situation ends up.

Citizen Quote:

Citizen Quote:
“Pathfinders is a
really good
company that
will help you
find your path”

Citizen Quote:
“I think that the whole
situation is very overly
controlled. Maybe if we
pave away all of the
grass then this wouldn’t
be a problem to begin
with”
-Ginger (A GrassKeeper)
Keeper)
What business has the
best customer service
and why?
“I think that all of the
different shops are very
high quality and I could
never pick just one.

“Just turn it all to grass.
The bugs are all part of
the community as well.

-Fellow Citizen

-Terry the Tree Hugger

What does the NonProfit Organization

benefit today?
Helping with Cancer
research is a serious topic.
The non-Profit Organization
is here to help! Go over to
the building today and help.
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